SMALL EXPEDITIONS IN THE HIMALAYA

World Cup and the Olympic Games display so many of the characteristics of war,
perhaps that is all the more reason for mountaineers to avoid a similar confusion of
ends and means. In the literature of the world, mountains have traditionally been
sources of inspiration, symbols of aspiration to a better life and a refuge from the
values of the market-place. The early mountaineers seem to have been aware that
they inherited this tradition and trod softly over the mountains they loved. Today,
not only businessmen in search of a quick profit but climbers like ourselves are
trampling on them, dragging the market-place lock, stock and barrel into the hills,
even into the Himalaya, right up to the summit of Everest.

Kohe Skhawr
Marek Brniak
In the summer of 1977 the Polish High Mountain Club ofWroclaw organized an
expedition to attempt Kohe Skhawr (7116m).• the most famous of Hindu Kush
highest peaks. The expedition was composed of 8 experienced mountaineers:
Wojciechjonak (doctor),janusz Kulis (leader), Aleksander Lwow,jerzy Pietkiewicz,
Marian Sajnog (cameraman), Stanislaw Waclaw, Krzysztof Wielicki and jerzy
Wilkonski.
On 29 july, by means of a hired van, the party reached a small village situated at
the entrance to the Skhawr Valley. Five days later they erected the tents of their Base
Camp at an azure postglacial lake in a wonderful flowering valley called Altrofe
Khali (4050rnl.
The next day the expedition divided into parties of 2 each and went into the
mountains. Their goal was to gain a height of over 6000m and spend at least 2
nights there to obtain acclimatization. On 7 August all the expedition members
were back in the Base Camp. On the following day Lwow, Pietkiewicz and Wielicki
approached the central pillar of the NE face of Kohe Skhawr while the rest of the
expedition remained in the camp as a support party. A few days later, when the
assault party was close to the summit and things looked fine Kulis, Waclaw and
Wilkonski moved to the foot of a pillar situated in the right-hand stretches of the
NW face of the Skhawr. On 13 August the central pillar party set foot on the
summit and 2 days later they arrived safely at the Base Camp. On 16 August, after 4
days of climbing the other party also completed their route and took 2 days more to
return to the Base Camp. On 20 August the expedition struck the tents and left the
mountains.
Central pillar of the NE face of Kohe Skhawr The first ascent achieved by Lwow,
Pietkiewicz and Wielicki on 9-13 August, 1977. The pillar is over 3000m high
(4100-7 116m). Average difficulties were rated Grade 3 to 5 intensified by very loose
rock and lack of sound belaying. On many pitches however the difficulties came up
to Grade 6,AO. The summer was hne and warm that year in Hindu Kush melting
snow and exposing dry rocks but hollow formations were mostly filled in with ice
that often assumed the shape of frozen cascades and huge icicles. All the rocky
sections of the pillar were very dangerous due to stone avalanches the more so
because the ropes used to dislodge loose rocks very frequently. The bottom part of
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the route was very much exposed to ice avalanches. Opportunities for a possible
reu-eat were very thin on the whole climb. Descent was long and tiring with a series
of rappels (200m) at its end. High concentration of technical difficulties and
objective dangers together with high altitude cause the route to surpass the hardest
and most famou courses of the Alps or the Caucasus.

Pillar in the right stretches of the NW face of Kohe Skhawr The first ascent was
made by Kuli, Waclaw and Wilkonski on 12-16 August, 1977. The height of the
whole route amounts to over 2500m of which 2000 account for the pillar itself. To a
height of 5800m the route runs up teep easy ice slopes interlaced with some
isolated rocks (Grade 4). Higher up, the rock sections (Grade 5) lead to the bottom
of a serac barrier (Grade 6, AO). Above the barrier the roLlte goes across very steep
ice-fields and over a huge cornice (Grade AO) on to an easy ridge running straight
to the summit. All the route is exposed to ice and stone avalanches, just as the
central pillar i . A retreat would be very problematical and dangerous, too.

A Whymper pilgrimage
Charles Warren
It was in 1972 that we came down the Val Tournanche to Chatillon one evening
and took refuge for the night in the Hotel de Lundres where, to our surprise, we
found ourselves occupying the very room in which Edward Whymper had lodged
more than a century before. We had come from the refugio Mezzalama in the Val
d'Ayas over the Breithorn and had dropped down to the Theodule pass and thence
to Cervinia, that modern Sodom and Gomorrah of the Alps. There we LOok the first
bus for Chatillon and, unlike Lot's wife, had no temptation to look back. As a young
man in my twenties, I had crossed the Theodule pass on my way from Zermatt to
Breuil many years before. But nowadays there is no longer romance in this
crossing. The path from Cervinia to the pass has been obliterated by the tracks of
the snow-cats that career up and down to the Breithorn snow-fields preparing safe
runs for the piste bashing visitants of this new Jerusalem. The old chalets of Breuil
no longer exist, or if they do, have become engulfed by the concrete and timber
faced jungles of buildings so typical of a modern ski resort.
Let into the wall above the balcony leading to Whymper's room at the Hotel de
Londres is a spirited sculptural high relief depicting the guide Carrel on high, rope
in hand (by gesture) and a bearded Whymper below with knapsack on back looking
up at him. An heroic plaque well executed by the sculptor Eugene Mus, father of
the well known Valtodensian painter Italo Mus' whose beautiful, often Cezanne
like, depictions of local peasant life gave us much pleasure when we visited a loan
exhibition of his paintings and drawings in the old cheese-tower galleries in Aosta
this year.
In the course of our excursions in and around Aosta, that lovely old Roman town
in .the heart of the Italian Alps from which one can so easily combine the finest
mountaineering ambitions with superb off days of culture, we made a pilgrimage to
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